Mechanical Cultivation Field Days, 2019

Join WSU and OSU Extension for an exciting workshop on mechanical cultivation for vegetable weed management. Workshops will be offered in Puyallup, WA and Aurora, OR. The event will include an array of demonstrations and speakers with contributions from local farmers, equipment representatives, and Extension specialists.

PROGRAM FEATURES:
- Seed and seedling-focused strategies for weed management
- Live demos of tractor-sized and walk-behind cultivation equipment with Kult-Kress, Sutton Ag, Tilmor, Johnny’s, BCS, Carts & Tools
- Belly- and rear-mounted setups w/ finger weeders, basket weeders, steerable toolbars, knives, cutaway disks, and more
- Local farmer panel sharing their cultivation experience
- Catered lunch
- Opportunity for networking
- Official agenda coming soon!

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Clare Sullivan (OSU) - 541-516-0256; Clare.Sullivan@oregonstate.edu
Doug Collins (WSU) - 253-445-4658; dpcollins@wsu.edu

Additional support for this program comes from a grant from USDA’s Western Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education program (WSARE).